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Abstract
This thesis investigates harmonic maps into homogeneous spaces, principally flag 
manifolds.
First we show that an f-holomorphic map of a Hermitian cosymplectic manifold 
is harmonic provided that the f-structure on the co-domain satisfies (d^F)1,1 = 0, 
where V is the Levi-Civita connection. We then characterize those invariant 
f-structures and metrics on homogeneous spaces which satisfy this condition. On a 
homogeneous space whose tangent bundle splits as a direct sum of mutually distinct 
isotropy spaces (e.g. a flag manifold), we see that an f-structure which is horizontal 
(i.e. [F+, F J  c  h) satisfies (d^F)1*1 ■ 0 for any choice of invariant metric. Thus 
f-holomorphic maps are equi-harmonic (harmonic with respect to all invariant 
metrics). Equi-harmonic maps are seen to behave well in combination with 
homogeneous geometry.
Next we classify horizontal f-structures on flag manifolds. The classification 
provides a unified framework for producing examples of flag manifolds fibring 
twistorially over homogeneous spaces. Another application of this classification is to 
find f-holomorphic orbits in full flag manifolds.
Finally, we show that an equi-harmonic map of a Riemann surface which is also 
equi-weakly conformal is f-holomorphic with respect to a horizontal f-structure. 
Our classification theorem then allows a more concrete description of such maps 
bringing further examples to light.
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1.1
Chapter 1: Introduction
This thesis concerns itself with studying harmonic maps into homogeneous 
spaces. We establish many examples of equi-harmonic maps (i.e. maps which are 
harmonic for any choice of invariant metric). Equi-harmonic maps may be 
constructed by means of f-structures: an f-structure on a manifold M is a splitting 
of TCM into a zero eigenspace and conjugate ± i eigenspaces. Indeed, f-structures 
are seen to provide a unified framework for producing twistor results on 
homogeneous spaces. Finally, the results on f-structures which we establish allow us 
to give a very explicit description of equi-harmonic maps of Riemann surfaces into 
the full flag manifolds.
§1. Background
Let (M, g) and (N, h) be Riemannian manifolds with M  compact. A smooth 
map cp : M -> N is said to be harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy 
functional
(1) E«P) ■ l / M I d<p I 2 Vg,
where I dtp I denotes the norm of the differential dtpx e TX*M ®  T ^ X)N.
Harmonic maps provide a generalisation of some classical variational problems: 
those with one dimensional domain are precisely geodesics parametrized by arc 
length; harmonic maps with co-domain IR are harmonic functions, while a weakly 
conformal harmonic map of a surface is a branched minimal immersion.
The surveys of Eells and Lemaire [ELI, EL2, EL3] provide a good overview of
1.2
harmonic map theory.
A recurring theme in the study of harmonic maps -  especially maps of Riemann 
surfaces -  is the use of complex analytic techniques. Indeed, holomorphic maps 
betwen Kahler manifolds are energy minimizing in their homotopy class and 
therefore harmonic [ESI. Lichnerowicz [L] gave conditions for harmonicity of 
holomorphic maps of Hermitian manifolds with almost complex structures. This 
result was extended by Rawnsley [R2] to encompass co-domains with f-structures 
and f-holomorphic maps.
Another crucial complex analytic technique is the twistor method: harmonic maps 
of surfaces are realized as the images under a projection of holomorphic maps into a 
space fibering over the co-domain. A classical twistor result is that a harmonic 
function on a two-dimensional domain is the real part of a holomorphic function.
Calabi [Cl studied minimal immersions (equivalently, harmonic immersions) of 
S2 into spheres. To each minimal immersion in S2n he associated a holomorphic 
S O i2 n + 1 1
map of S2 into — rj—-—  and was then able to apply complex analytic methods to 
U(n)
achieve a description of these maps. Calabi's novel combination of homogeneous 
geometry and twistor methods was taken up by Eells and Wood [EW] who achieved a 
complete description of harmonic maps of S2 into CIPn.
Much effort was then directed towards understanding harmonic maps of Riemann 
surfaces into more general symmetric spaces, especially complex Grassmanians1. 
Despite the increased complexity of the situation, several descriptions of harmonic 
maps of S2 into complex Grassmanians were achieved.
Complex Grassmanian manifolds admit totally geodesic embeddings in U(n). 
Uhlenbeck [U] proved that harmonic maps of S2 into complex Grassmanians 
factorize (in U(n)) as a product of holomorphic maps into Grassmanians. Valli [V] 
connected this factorization to a quantized energy reduction at each factor. Burstall 
and Rawnsley [BR1] were able to extend this technique to deal with more general
1 See for example [BW, CW, BS. Bl. B2.1
1.3
Hcrmitian symmetric spaces.
Wood [W] established a concrete, algorithmic approach to constructing the 
factorization while Burstall and Salamon [BS] provided a twistor description (but with 
respect to very non-integrable almost complex structures on the twistor space -  in 
contrast to the twistor results of Calabi and Eells -  Wood).
In contrast to symmetric spaces, the study of harmonic maps into flag manifolds 
or more general homogeneous spaces has recived relatively little attention.
Guest [Gul investigated maps between flag manifolds induced by group 
homomorphisms and obtained a Lie algebraic characterization of harmonicity. He 
produced examples of harmonic maps from full flag manifolds into CPn which are 
harmonic for all the invariant metrics on the full flag -  an interesting contrast to the 
equi-harmonic maps we study here.
Negreiros [Nil considered 'Eells-Wood' maps (i.e. the holomorphic curves in 
produced in [EW] which fibre twistorially over harmonic maps into CPn_1).
S(U(1)")
He established that these maps are harmonic for all the invariant metrics and then 
calculated for which metrics these maps are stable. Negreiros also produced
harmonic, but not almost holomorphic, maps of T2 into — —— with its Killing
S(U(l)n )
metric. These maps are equivariant with respect to an SI action.
The method of calibrations [HL] was used by Le Khong Van [LKV] to prove that 
certain homogeneous submanifolds are globally minimal submanifolds in the full flag 
manifolds of the classical Lie groups.
1.4
§2. Summary of Thesis
Chapter 2 collects the results on homogeneous geometry we shall need. In 
particular we identify a class of reductive homogeneous spaces -  those whose tangent 
space splits into distinct isotropy irreducible subspaces - for which a version of 
Schur's Lemma (Lemma 2.5) holds. We then calculate the invariant metrics, 
momentum maps and Levi-Civita connections on these spaces. Finally, Section 2.6 
sets out the results and ideas we require from the structure theory of compact Lie 
groups.
Chapter 3 introduces f-structures and establishes conditions for f-holomorphic 
maps to be harmonic (Theorem 3.1).
In Chapter 4 we investigate invariant f-structures on homogeneous spaces and the 
conditions under which these are suitable for applications of Theorem 3.1. We say 
that an f-structure is horizontal if it satisfies
[F+ ,F _ ] c h
where F± is the ± i eigenspace and h is the isotropy algebra. The significance of 
the definition is that maps which are f-holomorphic with respect to a horizontal f-  
structure are harmonic for all invariant metrics (Cor. 4.4) when the homogeneous 
space has distinct irreducible summands. The chapter concludes by illustrating the 
condition imposed by Theorem 3.1 on f-structures on SU(n) flag manifolds.
One problem that presents itself on considering harmonic maps into homogeneous 
spaces is which metric is it appropriate to choose. The reductive metric (induced by 
restricting the Killing form) has the largest isometry group, but is not well behaved 
from the point of view of complex geometry. On flag manifolds for example, except 
in degenerate cases, the reductive metric is neither K'dhler nor even (1,2) symplectic 
whatever the choice of almost complex structure. Any other choice of metric
.5
involves a reduction of the symmetry of the problem. However, the results of 
Chapter 4 suggest an alternative approach - namely, to consider maps which are 
harmonic for all the metrics on the homogeneous space (equi-harmonic maps).
Chapter 5 establishes a few basic properties of equi-harmonic maps. Theorem 
5.2 derives the Euler-Lagrange equations for equi-harmonic maps from Nother's 
Theorem, we also see that equi-harmonicity is preserved by homogeneous 
diffeomorphisms (Theorem 5.1) and by homogeneous projections (Theorem 5.3). No 
direct analogue of these results would be available if we chose to study maps 
harmonic with respect to a single metric. For example, homogeneous 
diffeomorphisms are isometries for the reductive metric and hence the analogue of 
Theorem 5.1 holds for reductive harmonic maps. On the other hand reductive 
harmonic maps are poorly behaved under homogeneous projection.
Chapter 6 addresses the construction and classification of horizontal f-structures 
on flag manifolds. Firstly (§6.2) we make precise the definition of an irreducible 
f-structure in such a way as to ensure that the underlying flag geometry is compatible 
with the decomposition of an f-structure into irreducible pieces. Irreducible 
horizontal f-structures fall into two categories, the first of which may be classified by 
elementary root space theory (§6.3). To the remaining class of f-structures we 
associate a Lie algebra automorphism (§6.4), Kac's theory of finite order Lie algebra 
automorphisms can then be used to complete our classification. Theorem 6.13 
summarizes this classification, expressing an arbitrary horizontal f-structure as a 
direct sum of irreducible f-structures.
Having identified the horizontal f-structures we can now construct many twistor 
spaces over homogeneous spaces. Our results unite several previously disparate 
examples that occur in the literature and provide new examples.
Chapter 7 is devoted to describing horizontal, f-holomorphic group orbits in flag 
manfolds. First we show that any such orbit is a Hermitian symmetric space and then
1.6
apply Theorem 6.13 to allow us to find the examples of such orbits in full flag 
manifolds.
Chapter 8 concerns itself with equi-harmonic maps of Riemann surfaces into full 
flag manifolds. Provided that such a map be equi-weakly conformal (i.e. weakly 
conformal for each invariant metric on the co-domain), we obtain a converse to 
Corollary 4.4 : any equi-minimal (i.e. equi-harmonic and equi-weakly conformal) 
map of a Riemann surface into a full flag manifold is f-holomorphic with respect to a 
horizontal f-structure. Theorem 6.13 may then be applied to show that any such 
equi-minimal map is a direct sum of full horizontal curves (§8.2). The section 
concludes with a discussion of horizontal curves.
2.!
Chapter 2 : Homogeneous Geometry
§1. Generalities
The approach to homogeneous geometry set out in this chapter follows that of [BR2]. 
This section sets out the elementary notation and results of this approach and is adapted 
from the first chapter of [BR2].
Let G be a Lie group and H a closed Lie subgroup. The set of right H cosets 
{gH : g e G} can be given a manifold structure [Wa]. The homogeneous space ^ / h 
consists of this manifold together with the transitive left G action. There is a natural 
principal H bundle over ®/pj with total space G and such that H acts on G by right 
multiplication. The projection map onto is simply the quotient map 7 t:G -» ^ /jj .
The isotropy group at 7t(e) is H. If W is an H representation space then the 
associated bundle G xH W will be denoted W.
The infinitesimal version of the G action on provides the link between Lie
algebra theory and the geometry of homogeneous spaces. Specifically, there is a map
a  : ° / H » * —  T ° / H.
defined by
_ d I
a (P . O -  ^  exptfrp.
' t - 0
The map a  is a suijective map of vector bundles with kernel Jl, the isotropy bundle. 
The fibre of ]i at p is hp, the Lie algebra of the isotropy group at p which we denote 
by Hp.
2.2
A homogeneous space is said to be reductive if there is a complement m  to h  in 
G /h  x g such that for all p e ° / H, mp is H p invariant. Suppose 
g=  h p +  inp
is a direct sum and mp is Hp invariant, then conjugation by g provides a suitable 
reductive complement at gp , hence it is sufficient to check the reduction condition over 
a point. When g / jj is reductive, a  can be viewed as an isomorphism of m  with 
T g / jj, >n which case let p be the unique bundle map satisfying:
|J :T G / h ->
P o a  = Pm (the projection onto m along Jj),
a . p . i d T0 /H.
Viewed as a 1-fonnon ^ / jj with values in g, |3 is known as the Maurer-Cartanform 
of ° / H BR21.
Let g = ]l © m  be reductive summands, and let denote the projection onto ii 
along jqj. The 1-form P^S, where 0 is the left Maurer-Cartan form of G, is a 
connection form on the principal bundle it : G -» ® / jj. This connection is called the 
canonical connection. Since
T G/ H » m  -  G xh me,
the canonical connection induces a covariant differentiation on T G/pj- Invariant tensors 
on G / n  correspond to constant sections o f the bundle m and are thus parallel with 
respect to the canonical connection.
Suppose that V is an H-space and the representation of H on V is the restriction 
of a representation of G. Then V may be identified with the trivial bundle G / h  * V 
by the map
2.3
ig,vlH(K (g), gv).
In this case, there is a relationship between flat differentation and the covariant 
differentation Vc induced by the canonical connection.
Lemma 2.1 [BR21. Let f : *-Vh  ¥. be a smooth section of V, then 
df -  Vcf + p-f.
Suppose that V = W j + W2 is a direct sum with H invariant summands. The splitting 
is H invariant, and hence parallel with respect to Vc.
Lemma 2.2 [BR2]. Denote the representation of G on V by o  : G -» End(V), and let 
V = W ! 0  W 2- Let P i : V -> W j be the projection onto W j viewed as a function 
P j : G/pj _» End(V). Then
The analogue of the structure équations for J3 is given by the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 [BR2]
d P j-Io ip j.P j] .
(1)
(2)
dp ■ (1 -  4 PB) [ P a  P ], 
P . T c  «  -  i  P B  [ P A  P  I,
where Tc is the torsion of the canonical connection on m.
2.4
§2. Reductive Splittings
Over a reductive homogeneous space there is a decomposition of jj:
£ «  h © ID  ;
such that each of the fibres h x and mx are Hx invariant.
An H-space is said to be completely reducible [J] if it splits as a direct sum of 
irreducible H spaces. We call a choice of such summands a reductive splitting.
Definition. A homogeneous space is completely reductive if m  is a completely 
reducible Hx space at each point x.
Suppose we can choose a reductive splitting at a point x; then applying the 
automorphism Adg of g provides a reductive splitting at mg.x. Hence it is sufficient to 
test complete reductiveness over a point in G /h  to obtain a global reductive splitting:
(3) g = h  ® m , m = © m a ,
a  € A
with each ma ^  an irreducible Hx space.
We call a group H strongly reductive if every H representation is completely 
reducible. This condition is slightly stronger than the more usual condition 'reductive', 
which is that every representation of the Lie algebra of H is completely reducible. Note 
that both connected reductive Lie groups and compact Lie groups are strongly reductive.
2.5
§3. Distinct Reductive Summands
It will sometimes be necessary to restrict our attention to homogeneous spaces such 
that the irreducible summands ma  are mutually distinct H spaces. Large classes of 
homogeneous spaces satisfy this condition, some examples of which are given below.
(i) Let G be a compact, semi-simple Lie group and T a maximal torus. 
Elementary root space theory (§2.6) shows that G /t  has distinct irreducible summands.
(ii) Here S(Z5) is the subgroup of SO(n) consisting of the diagonal
S(*2>
matrices with diagonal entries equal to ±1.
(iii) Let (g, a) be an orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra ([He], [KN]) with g semi- 
simple. Explicitly:
(a) g is a semi-simple Lie algebra,
(b) c  is an involutive automorphism of g,
(c) h is the fixed point set of a  (and hence a subalgebra of g),
(d) ADc(h) is compact
Then we may apply the results1 in [KN] to prove that the Riemannian globally 
symmetric space G / jj has distinct irreducible summands.
Lemma 2.4. Let Hj andH2 be strongly reductive subgroups of Gand Hj a subgroup 
of H2. If G has distinct irreducible summands then G also has distinct 
irreducible summands.
Vol II, Chap. XI, 5.2,7.3,7.4
2.6
Proof. Let
be a reductive splitting for
ma is H2 invariant, hence Ht invariant. It follows that there is an irreducible 
splitting of m2:
The hypothesis on G / j j j  implies that the ma ß are mutually distinct Hj spaces. Hence 
the ma  are mutually distinct Ht spaces and thus mutually distinct H2 spaces. □
Let G be a semi simple Lie group. The flag manifolds of G are the homogeneous 
spaces G /c(S), where C(S) is the centralizer of the subtorus S of G. C(S) contains a 
maximal torus of G and so we can apply Lemma 2.4 and example (i) to show that the 
flag manifolds of G have mutually distinct irreducible summands.
The significance of distinct irreducible summands is that a form of Schur1s Lemma 
holds.
Lemma 2.5. Let m be a completely reducible H space over a field k whose 
irreducible summands are mutually distinct H spaces. Index the summands by a set A. 
Let ip bean H equivariant endomorphism of m with eigenvalues lying in k. Then
where P0 is the projection onto the irreducible summand ma of m.
2.7
Proof. Use the fact that each Pa is H equivariant and apply Schur's Lemma to 
Po°<|X‘Pp.
Remark. One immediate consequence of the Lemma is that the reductive splitting of 
such an m is unique.
§4. Invariant Tensors
Let G /h  be a completely reductive homogeneous space and choose x e  G / h - 
Restricting a G invariant tensor on G /h  to x provides an Hx invariant tensor on mx. 
Conversely, Hx invariant tensors on m x can be extended by equivariance to G 
invariant tensors on G / jj. This correspondence is a bijection, and hereafter will be used 
without comment.
Fix a reductive splitting as in equation (3). The most basic examples of invariant 
tensors are the projection maps Pa . Define
P „ - P a “ P.
where p is the Maurer-Canan form of (§2.1).
Lemma 2.6. d P „ -  IP A P0] -  Ì  P„IP A PI.
Proof. dP0 -  d(Pa • P)
■ dP0 a  P + Ptt dp.
2.8
Now use Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to see that
d|3„- [Pa P„P1 -  P„IP A PI + P „ (l - i P m)[pAPl
-  IP A P„P] -  i  P„ (P A  p i .  □
Note. This lemma also holds for the irreducible splitring of T * G /h -
For the remainder of this section we shall assume G carries a bi-invariant metric 
denoted by < , >. Further suppose that G /h  has distinct irreducible summands. We 
shall derive formulae for the invariant metrics and momentum maps of G/jp.
Let X be an invariant metric on G/pj.
Define
X : m -* m
by
< £ f t ) . i>  -
It follows that X is H equivariant with strictly positive, real eigenvalues. Apply Lemma 
2.5 to see that
(4) i -  X  Xa Pa . Xa >0.
a  € A
The momentum map of (G /H, X) is defined as the 1-form n with values in g 
characterized by:
(5) <M(X). $> -  X(X, I), X e T(T G /H), g.
For £ e  g, the vector field f  is defined by | p -  exp t£-p.
1 t -  0
This characterization implies that
2.9
(6) Lj H -  Adg-n , Vg € G.
When X is expressed in the form (4) with respect to the reductive splitting, then
(7) H - aZ AX0 Pa -p 
satisfies the characterization (5).
If we drop the assumption that G / j_j has distinct irreducible summands then the 
formula (4) still defines an invariant metric, and (7) defines its momentum map. 
However, not all invariant metrics can be expressed this way with respect to a single 
reductive splitting.
§5. The Levi-Civita Connection
In this section we derive a formula for the Levi-Civita connection of an invariant 
metric X expressed in the form (4) with respect to a reductive splitting (3).
Let X, Y, Z be vector fields on ^ / h - In the discussion that follows we use the 
isomorphism P to alternate between working on T G /h  and m.. We will simplify 
formulae by suppressing explicit indication of the use of this isomorphism. Note 
however that Lie brackets are used exclusively to denote the Lie bracket in g, never 
vector field Lie bracket. PmtX, Y] will be abbreviated by tX, Y]m.
The canonical connection was defined in §2.1. To define any other connection V on 
° / H it is sufficient to determine the tensor
(8) D(X, Y) -  V, Y - Y.
Observe that V is a G invariant connection iff D is a G invariant tensor.
2.10
It is well known that2 if A is an invariant (and possibly indefinite) metric on a 
reductive homogeneous space then:
(9) 2A(D(X, Y) -  i  IX .Y U , Z) -  *•(*. lZ, Y]m) + A ([Z. X]m. Y).
Now suppose X g r(m 0), Y e  T(mp) and Z € T(m7). Apply the characterization (4) 
of the metric A to (9) to obtain:
(10) 2Ay<D(X, Y) -  i  [X. Y], Z> -  Aa  <X, [Z, Y] >  + Ap <[Z, X], Y>.
Now use the Ad invariance of <  , >  to see
Av+ Ao -  A„
(11) <D(X, Y). Z> -  < ------DC. Y1. Z>.
and hence that
( 12) D(X,Y)« X  ycA
i p ^ . Y ] X g ma , Y g mp.
In particular, when A is the reductive metric 
(13) D(X, Y) -  i  DC, Y]m.
Notice that this equation extends complex linearly to gc , hence is also applicable to 
complex vectors.
See for example [KNl Vol. II, Chap. X. theorem 3.3.
2.11
§6. Roots
In the final three chapters we require some Lie group structure theory. The results 
presented here were collected from [Hu), [Hel and [BR21. The first two references 
contain a more complete exposition as well as the proofs and standard definitions not 
included here.
Let gc be a semi-simple Lie algebra over C and choose a Cartan sub-algebra a 
(i.e. a maximal set of commuting and semi-simple elements). Denote the Killing form 
on gc  by B.
Let a  lie in the dual space a*, and set
g ® -{ X e g * :[H t X]« ct(H)X VH e  a}.
Then g° = a and the non-zero a  with ga  ^ 0 are called roots with root spaces ga . 
The set of roots is denoted Aig®, a).
Theorem 2.7.
(i) g® = a + X  g® is a direct sum.
a  e A(gC, a)
(ii) dim ga  = 1 V a 6 A(gc, a).
(iii) If a , P e Aig®, a) with a  + P * 0 then Big®, gP) = O.
(iv) B is non-degenerate on a, whence for a  e a* there is a unique Ha e a such 
that a(H) -  BCHq, H) for all H e a.
Set < a , P> -  B(Ha , Hp) for a , (5 e A(g® a).
(v) If a  e A(gc , a) then -  a  e A(gc, a) and for X g g®, Y e  g-“ we have 
[Xf Y l-  B(X,Y)Ha .
(vi) Suppose a , P, a  + P e A(gc , a), then
[g®, gP) -  g^P.
2.12
Let a  e A(gc , a) and P be any root or zero. The a-series containing P is by 
definition the set of all roots of the form P + na, n e Z .
Theorem 2.8. a  e A(gc , a), p e A(g®, a) u  {0}.
(i) The a-series containing P has the form P + na (p <. n <. q) (i.e. the a-series 
is an unintemipted string). Furthermore
(ii) The only roots proportional to a  are - a ,  0, a.
(iii) The maximum length of root strings is 4, i.e. q -  p £ 3.
Lemma 2.9. Let gc  be the complexification of a compact, real Lie algebra g with 
maximal torus t. Then tc  is a Cartan subalgebra of gc  and we can choose bases 
{Xa  : a  € ACg®, tc )} for the complement of tc  in g® such that:
(i) Xa GgCt;
(Ü) X < ,-X .a;
(iii) B(Xa ,X_a) -  1; B(Xa ,Xp) -  0 o  + p ^ 0 .
Define Na  p by
tXa»Xpl » Na p Xa  + p, then
(iv) a , p, a  + P e A(gc , t c ) Na>p ^ 0.
Proof. Follows easily from previous theorems and the fact that since gc  is the 
complexification of a compact real Lie algebra we have ga  =» g_a.
A subset S of A(gc , t c ) is said to be closed is whenever a, P e S and 
a  + P e  ACg®, t®) then a  + p € S.
2.13
Definition A positive root system is a subset A+ of A(gc , t c ) such that
(i) A+ o  -  A+ = 0,
(ii) A+ is closed,
(iii) A+ u  -  A+ = A(g®, tc ).
The elements of A+ arc called positive roots.
Definition. Given a positive root system, a positive root is simple if it cannot be written 
as a non-trivial sum of positive roots.
Lemma 2.10. Let A+ be a positive root system in A(gc , t c ) and ai,...,<X£ the simple 
roots. Then
(i) {ai,...,ot£} are a basis for (tc )* over C;
(ii) if a  e  A+ then a  may be written
a  = a j t + a i2+ .. . + otir l ^ i j ^ f ,
t
-  £  " ¡« i :  i -  1
where in the first equation each partial sum of the form 
ajj + . . .  + 04f 1 £  s £ r
is a root and in the second equation each n^  is a non-negative integer.
Simple Lie Algebras
A root system A(gc , t®) is irreducible if it cannot be partitioned into mutually 
orthogonal, non-empty subsets. gc  is simple precisely when A(g®, tc) is irreducible.
2.14
Lemma 2.11. Let g® be simple and A+ a positive root system for Aig1, tc ). Define a 
partial ordering on A(gc , tc ) by setting a  £  p iff (J -  a  is zero or a positive linear 
combination of simple roots. Then there is a 0 e A+ which is the unique maximal 
element with respect to this ordering. 0 is called the highest root.
§7. NOther's Theorem
Rawnsley and Pluzhnikov [Rll, [PI observed that the Euler-Lagrange equations for 
harmonic maps into homogeneous spaces have an especially simple formulation. Let p 
be the momentum map of ( ^ / h »^) (§2.4).
Theorem 2.12. Let <p be a map from Riemannian manifold (N, h) to homogeneous 
space (G /h . X), where X is an invariant metric. Then cp is harmonic iff 
(14) d* cp* p = 0.
3.1
Chapter 3 : f-Structures and f-Holomorphic Maps
Wc introduce here an extension of the notion of an almost complex structure on a 
manifold namely 'f-structure', f-structures were first considered by Yano [Yano].
Definition. [Yano] Let F e T(End TM) such that F3 + F » 0. The endomorphism F 
is called an f-structure on M.
The definition shows that F has three possible eigenvalues: 0 and ± i. An almost 
complex structure on a manifold is an f-structure with trivial 0-eigenspace.
The following theorem is a mild extension of a result of Rawnsley [R2] which in turn 
had its origins in Lichnerowicz' Proposition [L].
Theorem 3.1 Let tp : (M, g, J) ----► (N, h, F) such that
(i) <p is f-holomorphic i.e. dtp o J * F o dtp
(ii) d(*to)« 0
(iii) (dvF)<»*l) -  0 
then tp is harmonic.
Here (M, g, J) is a 2m-dimensional Riemannian manifold with almost complex 
structure J, and Kahler form to. (N, h, F) is a Riemannian manifold with f-structure 'F. 
dv denotes the covariant exterior derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection V 
of h. We will also use {,} for the metric h.
3.2
Proof. The map tp is harmonic <=>d^*dtp = 0 [EL2] where dtp e T(T*M ® (p_'TN).
Claim. 2*dtp = dcp o J a *g>.
Proof of Claim. Let a  e r(T*M  ® tp_1TN) then
{a a dtp o J a *co} = {a a dtp o J} a *<o
= <{a a  dtp o J}, a) >  vol 
= 2<a, dtp>vol.
The last equality may be established by choosing a local orthonormal basis for M adapted 
to the almost complex structure.
Returning to the main proof we now have:
2dv*dtp -  dv(dtp o J a *(o)
= d^Cdtp o J) a *co -  dtp o J a d(*co)
■ dv (dip o J) a *0) from (ii).
*0) is an (m -l,m -l)  form on M, so to ensure that this last expression vanishes it is 
sufficient that (dv(dtp o J))(L1) = 0.
Now, regarding F as a TN  valued 1-form, (i) is equivalent to: dtp o J -  tp*F. Also 
dv(tp*F) = tp*dvF. Here tp* and dv  commute since the connection used to define dv  on 
tp-1TN was the pull-back of the Levi-Civita connection on TN.
Applying (i) once more
( d 'V F ) ) ’-1 -  r « d vF)'d).
The condition (iii) now gives the result.
3.3
It will be convenient to characterize the above condition (iii) differently. Let X e T(F+) 
and Y e T(F_), then
dv (X,Y) -  VXF(Y) -  VyF(X) -  F([X,Y])
(1) -  -  iVxY -  iVYX -  F(VXY -  VYX)
-  -  (F + i)VxY + (F -  i)VYX.
Let Pp denote projection onto F+. Note that
-  2Pp^ « F(F + i),
and similarly
PFo-  (F + i)(F -i) .
We see that
(2) PF+ dvF(X. Y) -  2iF(F + i)VxY 
and
(3) Pf,, <1vF(X, Y) -  -i(F2 + 1)(VXY + VYX).
These calculations have now proved:
Lemma 3.2. (dvF)* » -  0 iff
(i) V p/(F_) c  r(F0 © F.)
and
(ii) Ppo(Vx Y + VYX) -  0 VX € T(F+) and VY € T(F.).
Note. By conjugation (i) «-► (i') Vp r(F +) c  T(Fo © F+).
3.4
When F is actually an almost complex structure such that co(X, Y) = g(X, FY) is anti­
symmetric, then the results of Rawnsley and Salamon ([R21, [SI) show that (d^F)1-1 = 0 
precisely when dû)1-2 = 0. In this way Lichnerowicz' proposition may be seen as the case 
F0 = {0} of Theorem 3.1.
4.1
Chapter 4 : f-Structures on Reductive Homogeneous 
Spaces
§1. f-Structures and Metrics
Reductive homogeneous spaces provide a rich variety of interesting f-structures which 
we start to examine in this section.
Let G /h  be a completely reductive homogeneous space with reductive splitting:
(1) g = h© m , m =  © ma .
a  € A
It will be necessary to consider the complexified version o f(l) . It is certainly true that m® 
is H invariant. Suppose that is an H invariant subspace of m j, then so are 
Re (m^ + n P ) and Re (m^ r> m^) where is the conjugate of . We have:
ReO n^+m ^) -  ma  
and
Re (m^ n  m^) = {0} or ma .
Thus either
(2) m^ is H irreducible
or
mc -  m ' © m^ , where m^ = m* . a  a  a  a  a(3)
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Wc have shown that:
(4) mc  = © m® © © (m* © m^),
a  € B “  a e T  a  a
B  = { a  e  A I m c  is H  irreducible}, a
r  =  { a  g A I m c  n o t H  irreducible}, a
An invariant f-structure on G /h  may be identified with an H equivariant 
endomorphism, F, of m such that F3 + F = 0. Such a map induces a splitting of mc 
into H invariant eigenspaces:
mc = F+ © F_ © Fq ;
F+ ■ + i eigenspace,
F_ ■ F^ ■ -  i eigenspace.
Identifying suitable eigenspaces is equivalent to defining an f-structure.
Invariant f-structures may be constructed by considering (4). Define F+ to be a sum 
of spaces (where a  e  r> such that if c  F+ then F+ and vice versa; this
ensures that F ^ n F + -  {0}. Define F_ «= F^ and let the remaining irreducible summands 
of mc  constitute Fq. Determining the eigenspaces in this way defines an H equivariant 
endomorphism F of mc , which is seen to be the C-linear extension of an H equivariant 
endomorphism of m since F+ and F_ are conjugate.
Remark 1. In the case where the ma  are mutually distinct H spaces, Lemma 2.5 
ensures that this construction produces all the invariant f-structures on such homogeneous
spaces.
4.3
Let us now state the version of Lemma 3.2 appropriate to reductive homogeneous 
spaces.
Let V be the Levi-Civita connection of an invariant metric A on a reductive 
homogeneous space. Set D = V -  Vc.
Lemma 4.1. (d^F)1-1 = 0 iff:
(i) D(F+1F _ )cF o 0 F _  
and
(ii) PFo(D(X. Y) + D(Y, X)} -  0 V X. Y e F+.
Proof. Recall that invariant tensors are parallel for the canonical connection and apply 
Lemma 3.2. 0
Suppose now that we can choose a reductive splitting for m such that the metric is of 
the form of equation 2.4 and the f-structure is of the type described above. In this case 
we shall say that the metric and f-structure are compatible.
Remark 2. When the ma are mutually distinct H spaces, Lemma 2.5 ensures that all 
metrics and f-structures are automatically compatible with respect to the unique reductive 
splitting.
4.4
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that f-structure F, and metric A are compatible on g / h - Then 
(h, m, F, A) satisfies (d^F)1-1 = 0 iff:
whenever m‘a  is contained in F+ and mjj is contained in F_ then
(i) if Pp0t mjj, mJp 1 {0} then Xa = Xp
and
(ii) if I* [ m'0 , m^ ] * {0} and m* c  F+ then X^ -  Xp + Xy.
4.5
§2 : H orizon tally
Lemma 4.2 has an immediate and important consequence.
Definition. An invariant f-structure on a reductive homogeneous space with the 
property that [ F+, F . ] c h  will be called a horizontal {-structure.
Theorem 4.3. Let <p : (M, g, J) -» G /H be a map f-holomorphic with respect to a 
horizontal f-structure and assume d(*co) = 0 where 0) is the Kahler form on M. Then 
9 is harmonic with respect to any metric compatible with F.
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 3.1. □
Corollary 4.4. Suppose the tangent space of G /h  has mutually distinct irreducible 
summands. If 9  satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem then 9 is harmonic with respect 
to all the invariant metrices on G /h - 
Proof. See Remark 2.
Much of this thesis will concern itself with horizontal f-structures. Here is a first 
example.
Example
Let o  bean automorphism of Lie algebra g, acting orthogonally with respect to a bi­
invariant metric on g. This last condition is automatic if g is compact and simple.
Let A be the set of eigenvalues of O, and oa  the eigenspace with eigenvalue a  in 
gc . Orthogonality ensures that A c S 1 and o °  «■ a®. So
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gC „  © o°,
a  e  A
where © indicates orthogonal direct sum with respect to the Hermitian extension of the 
metric on g to g®.
Note also that to“ , oP] c  o“P and hence each eigenspace oa  is o 1 invariant. In 
particular the real part of o 1 is a sub-algebra of g.
Set F+ = a“ , F_ = o °  = o5 and to ensure that F+ n  F_ = 0  we insist that a  ^ ± 1. 
Note that [ F+t F . 1 c  o 1, hence F+ is a horizontal f-structure on the homogeneous 
space:
g = o 1 © © o“ .
a  € A \  {!>
§3 : Example: SU(n) flag manifolds
The ideas of this chapter may be illustrated by considering the flag manifolds of SU(n). 
Invariant f-structures on SU(n) flags of height r are in bijective correspondence with 
digraphs (directed graphs) on r+1 vertices (see DBS) for more details). In a similar way 
each invariant metric corresponds to associating a weight (i.e. a strictly positive scalar) to 
each distinct pair of vertices.
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In this context Lemma 4.2 becomes:
Lemma 4.5. A metric A and f-structure F on an SU(n) flag manifold satisfies 
dvF»-> -  0 iff:
(i) whenever the configurations
occur, then Xy = Xj^  
and
(ii) whenever the configuration
occurs then  Xj* = Xjj 4- X ^.
Note 1. This lemma shows that the condition (dvF)U -  0 is strictly weaker than 
'condition A' of Rawnsley [R2]. 'Condition A' prohibits any configurations of the form
Note 2 The stronger condition of horizontality is that each vertex has at most one edge 
directed towards it, and at most one edge directed away from it
5.1
Chapter 5 : Equi-Harmonic Maps
Prompted in part by the Corollary 4.4, we investigate the general properties of equi- 
harmonic maps.
D efinition. A map into a homogeneous space ® /jj with a non-empty set of 
G invariant metrics will be said to be equi-harmonic if it is harmonic with respect to each 
of the G invariant metrics on
Lemma 5.1. Let a  be an automorphism of G which fixes the closed subgroup H. 
Then a  induces a diffeomorphism d of ^ /p j. Let <p be a map into pp, then cp is 
equi-harmonic iff d#(p is equi-harmonic.
Proof. Let A be an invariant metric on ® /|j, then d  : (P/pp, d  * A) -> (^/pp, A) is an 
isometric diffeomorphism. Thus <p is harmonic with respect to d  * A iff d  o tp is 
harmonic with respect to A. The result now follows from the fact that pull back by d 
induces a bijection on the set of invariant metrics. n
Now suppose that G has a bi-invariant metric so that Nother's Theorem (2.12) 
applies. We prove an equi-harmonic version of Nother's Theorem.
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Theorem 5.2. Suppose ° / H is completely reductive, choose a reductive splitting:
g = h ©  m, m = © ma ;
a  e A
and let Pa  denote projection onto m a . Let 9 be a mapping of (N,h) into ^ / jj.
If 9 is equi-harmonic, then
(1) d* 9* P0 o p = 0 V a e A.
Conversely, if the reductive splitting has distinct irreducible summands and (1) holds, then 
9 is equi-harmonic.
Proof. Section 2.4 shows that
(2)
is the momentum map of an invariant metric for all choices of Xa  > 0.
Suppose that 9 is equi-harmonic.
Nother's Theorem (2.12) implies that
(3) Xa  d ' <p" Pa P -  0.
Taking linear combinations of the versions of equation (3) generated by different choice of 
invariant metric shows that (1) holds.
Under the extra hypothesis that has distinct irreducible summands, we know that 
equation (2) describes the momentum maps of all the invariant metrics. Hence to establish 
equi-harmonicity it is sufficient to show that (3) holds for all choices of \ a, this follows 
trivially from (1). a
The next result shows that homogeneous projections allow equi-harmonic maps to
proliferate.
5.3
Lemma 5.3. Let <p be an equi-harmonic map into w»* h  strongly reductive.
Let K be a closed Lie subgroup of G containing H such that is completely
reductive. The induced map i t : -+ ® /k  *s called a homogeneous projection. Then
7t o <p is equi-harmonic.
Proof. Let A be an invariant metric on ^/¡^. We can choose a reductive splitting
g -  k © 1, 1 -  © la ;
a  £ A
such that A is defined by equation 2.4. The subspaces la  are K invariant, hence H 
invariant H is strongly reductive so we can choose an H irreducible splitting of la  for 
each a  e  A:
1 -  © © laT.
a  £ A y £ B(a) r?B<a>W
Let Pi denote the momentum map on ^ / H and let denote the momentum map on 
° /K  ■
Theorem 5.2 implies that since q> is equi-harmonic
d* 9* PaY .  Pi -  0 V y e B(a), a  e A.
However,
«*cp„ . f c ) - T p„T.p .
and hence
(4) d* (re .  9)* P0*P2 -  y cS o) d* 9* PaY .  p ,
- 0.
Since the momentum map for A is of the form 2.4, Nether's Theorem 2.12 and (4) 
prove that itoip is harmonic with respect to A. □
5.4
Lemma 5.3 coupled with Corollary 4.4 provides many twistor results for homogeneous 
spaces.
Lemma 5.4. Let <p be a map into G/ h * with H strongly reductive and such that the 
tangent space of has distinct irreducible summands, which is f-holomorphic with 
respect to a horizontal f-structure. Let K be a closed Lie subgroup of G containing H 
such that G/ k  is completely reductive. Let n be the homogeneous projection 
n : O /h  G/ k  • T^en 71 ° 9  *s equi-harmonic.
Note. The rather involved hypotheses on H and K are actually fairly easy to satisfy. 
For example.it is sufficient to take G to be compact and choose any H containing a 
maximal torus of G.
6.1
Chapter 6 : Classification of Horizontal f-structures 
on Flag Manifolds
In this chapter we classify explicitly the invariant horizontal f-structures on flag 
manifolds. In the final section we state the classification theorem and present some 
examples of such f-structures which have previously occurred in the literature. 
Throughout this chapter we will use the Lie group strucure theory set out in §2.6.
§1. Algebraic Preliminaries
Let G be a compact, connected, semi-simple Lie group with sub-torus S and C(S) 
the centralizer of S in G. A G-flag manifold is the homogeneous space ^ /c(S )- l^ el 
g e C(S), then {g}uS  lies in a maximal torus of G, which is connected; hence C(S) is 
connected. It follows that flag manifolds are determined by their infinitesimal structure. 
The isotropy group C(S) is compact and therefore ^Vc(S) *s a completely reductive 
homogeneous space, in the sense of §2.2.
We denote the Lie algebra of a group by the corresponding lower case boldface.
Flag manifolds have a convenient description in terms of roots, a proof of which may 
be found in Humphreys [Hu]. The following theorem is essentially the version of that result 
which appears in [BR2].
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Theorem 6.1. Let I be a maximal torus for g. and a lt...,a£ a set of simple roots with 
respect to a positive root system in A(gc , tc ). Then each subset I of (1,...,£) defines a 
height function nj on A by
where we can choose
s = z(h) = {oq, i g J}x:
the centre of h and the annihilator of {oq, i g J} in t respectively.
Moreover, for every sub-torus u of g, there is an inner automorphism of g and a
If c(s)c = A(J) for some J c  { 1 we will say that c(s) is in standard form 
with respect to the simple roots 04.
A theorem of Kostant which appears in [Wolf] now allows us to describe the 
infinitesimal structure of ^Vc(S) as a C(S) space. Set H ■ C(S).
Define an equivalence relation ~ on Afg®, t®) by:
nj(a) -  S i n , ,
where
l
Also, setting J = (1,...,£}\I,
A (J ) .t« ©  X  g» n, (a) -  0
-  c(s)c ;
(definition)
subset J of {1.... £} such that c(u)® is conjugate to A(J). □
a  ~  P a  - (3 =* L n4 Yi. ni g  Z, Yi e A(hc , lc), 
and let [a] denote the equivalence class containing a . The hc module
6.3
is hc irreducible for a  £ A(hc , tc ) and m[a] is inequivalent to mjp] whenever [a] t  [p]. 
In the language of Chapter 2 we have a unique reductive splitting
Note. Chapter 2 shows that since distinct m[0] are mutually inequivalent, any hc 
invariant subspace of mc is a direct sum of the m^j.
§2. Reduction to the Irreducible Case
This section concerns itself with the decomposition of an f-structure into 'irreducible' 
pieces, while Sections 3 and 4 deal with the explicit characterization of such pieces.
First we decompose F+, as finely as possible, into mutually commuting components. 
Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 show that the sub-algebras generated by these components can be 
dealt with in isolation in that they are mutually orthogonal, commuting sub-algebras of g 
and furthermore are compatible with the flag manifold structure.
In Section 1 we saw that flag manifolds are strongly reductive homogeneous spaces 
with distinct reductive summands. The discussion in Chapter 4 then proves that there is a 
bijective correspondence between G invariant, horizontal f-structures on ^Vh  an^ 
subsets F+ of mc  which satisfy:
(fl) F+ n F ^ *  {0},
(f2) F+ is hc  invariant,
(f3) [ F+, F^ 1 c  hc .
Here condition (f3) is that of 'horizontality' of Chapter 4.
6.4
It will be notationally convenient to designate F+ by F1 in this chapter. We also Fix a 
choice t of maximal torus for g contained in h.
F1 is hc invariant, therefore there exists a subset A of —— -----  such that:
We choose the finest partition of A with the property that if a , P e A(gc , tc ) such that 
[oc], [pi e A and < a , P> ^ 0, then [a) and [p] lie in the same part of A. Write this 
partition as
A = A( u . . . u A r ; Aj mutually disjoint.
The partition of A induces a decomposition of F1: 
r
F' -  X  F ?; Fj1 -  {I m,o l: [a] 6 A,} 
i -  1
Definition 6.1.
F ? - l F j .  F* J
F [-  [ Fj, F j '1 ]. r 2 2  
F^r - F [ ,  r i i .
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L e m m a  6.2.
(i) Fj is an hc invariant subspace of g®.
(U) IF i.F p -O , i * j .
(Ui) IF? Ff ] C F ?**.
(iv) Fj is orthogonal to Fj with respect to the Killing foim, B, whenever i + j.
P roof
(i) f J is hc  invariant, now use Definition 6.1.
(ii) Let a , p e A(g®, tc ) such that [a] e Ait [p] e  Aj and i * j. If a  -  p is a root, 
then by (f3) a  -  p e  A(hc , tc ) hence p e At which is a contradiction. On the other 
hand, by the definition of the partition of A, < a , P> = 0 and hence a  + P is not a root. 
So we have proved that if i ^ j  then t F j, F j')  -  0 and t F j, Fj ] = 0.
The statement (ii) now follows from the definition of Fj and an inductive application 
of the Jacobi identity.
(iii) (f3) ensures that pf c  hc . F? is hc  invariant and together with (i) this proves 
the case r = 0. Induction using the Jacobi identity deals with the remaining cases.
(iv) From Definition 6.1, F* is orthogonal to Fj and Fj-1. Let X e F { ;  Y ,Z e  Fj. 
Then
B(X, [Y, 2]) -  B(tX, Y), Z)
= 0 by (ii)
Hence Fj
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Let X € F[, Y e Fj , Z  e  F j '1, s !> 2. Then
B(X, [Y, Zl) -  B(tX, Yl, Z)
= 0 by (ii).
The definition of F- shows that F- x  Fj . The remaining case s £ -  2 follows by 
conjugation. D
Definition 6.2.
1 p ;.
hi -  Re C»i).
Lemma 6.3.
(i) aj is a Lie sub-algebra of gc and hj is a Lie sub-algebra of g, both of which 
are h invariant 
(n) a, -  hf
(iii) [aj, ajl = 0 and a; x aj, i ^ j.
(iv) h n  hj1 acts trivially on hj.
(v) hi is simple.
(vi) h® o  h® = F^.
(vii) tj -  t n  hj is a maximal torus for h|.
(viii) Let s = z(h) then h n h j - c ( s n  hj) n  hj.
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Proof.
(i), (ii), (iii) follow by applying the appropriate parts o f Lemma 6.2.
(iv) Let X c h r t  h|x ; Y, Z g h4. Then
BOX, Y], Z) -  B(X, [Y, Z])
■ 0 ,
and because X e hj1 and hj is a sub-algebra, hj is h invariant, therefore [X, Y] g hj. 
The Killing form B is non-degenerate, thus [X, Y] = 0.
(v) Note that
(t)  h = h n  hj © h n h j1 .
This equation follows because both h and hi are t invariant, h contains t, and by 
equation (1) below.
Suppose hj is not simple, then hj splits properly and hi invariantly as:
(♦) hi -  h j iSh i j ;  [h j i .ha l -O ,  [ hy, hy ] c  hy j-1,2.
This splitting is automatically h invariant by (t) and part iv). Furthermore, h® is 
generated by f |  so that we obtain a proper splitting
F* ■ F* | © F*2 ; F* |  c  hji , F *2 c  ha
F jj is h n h ;  invariant, hence by(iv) and (t) it is h  invariant. Let a j g Afg®, t®) 
such that g°j c  F* j , then (t) proves that < a lt a 2>  -  O. Referring back to the splitting 
of Fl defined on page 6.4, we see we have a contradiction to the fact that our original 
partition was as fine as possible, whence (v) follows.
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(vi) Ff c: hc  n h f, by (f3) and Definition 6.2. hc n h f  is a subalgebra of h f 
containing t f  . t f  is a maximal torus for h f  and hence for h c n h f  . Choose 
a e A(hc n h f, tf)  . F* and Fj-1 generate h f  and so if Xa  commutes with both 
these sets, Xa  would lie in the centre of hj and hence contradict (v). So we see there 
exists (3 e A(hf, tf) such that gP <= Ff1 and a  + (3 e A(hf, tf).
Now, Ff1 are hc  invariant thus ga+P c  F f1 and hence Lemma 6.2 (iii) proves that 
ga  c  Ff and that [ga , g_a] c  F f . This is sufficient to prove (vi).
(vii) hi is h invariant, hence t invariant ( t c= h ). Structure theory shows that any 
t  invariant subspace of g splits as an orthogonal direct sum of a subspace of t with a set 
of root spaces. Hence
hj = h ,n t  ® h i n t 1,
from which it follows that
(1) t -  h jO t ® h f n t .
t n hj is a torus in l»j. Let t' be a maximal torus for hj containing t n hi. Then 
tn h j  acts trivially on t \ by the adjoint action, but t n  hf also acts trivially on t' because 
it is a subset of h n h f  Applying (1) we see that t' + t is a torus for g, however t is 
maximal and hence t ' » t n  hj.
(viii) Since tj is a maximal torus for hj and tj c  t , we may regard A(hf, t f ) as a
subset of Afg®, tc ) by extending the roots in ( tf  )* by zero to act on tc .
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Apply Theorem 6.1 to see that there is a choice of basis for ACg®, tc ) such that h is 
in standard form. In the notation of Theorem 6.1, let
J, = J n  A(hf, t f ) ,
h  = J\J, -
Claim Let a  e A(h®, t®) and j € J2, then < a , a j>  -  0. Equivalently, 
t jC  {Oj, j  €  J j K
Proof Suppose not, then (without loss of generality) a  + exj is a root By definition 
<Xj centralizes s and h® is hC » c(*)C invariant. Thus a  + a j  e A(h®, tf), but h f  is 
a subalgebra so:
(a  + otj) -  a  « otj e A(hp, t®), 
which is a contradiction to the definition of J2.
The second statement follows because h; is simple and thus q is generated by linear 
combinations of { Ha  : a  e A(h®, t®)}.
An immediate consequence of the claim is that
s n h j - i n t i - t i O  {otj, j  c  J t} A
Thus,
(*) t i - s n t i  0  < H a . : j€  J,>,
where <  , >  denotes the linear subspace generated by the elements enclosed.
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Clearly c(s) r> ht c  c(s n  hj) o  ht and both these subalgebras intersect t in tj. 
Orthogonal to t they consist of a direct sum of root spaces in A(gc , tc ). Choose 
g° c  c(s n  hj) n  hi , then a  € A(h f ,  if )  so Ha € lj  and further Ha  i  * n  t j . 
Hence (*) shows that Ha  e <Ha . : j e  J ,> , so the definition of s proves Ha  x s. 
Said otherwise, g“  c  c(s). D
Lemma 6.4 F* F? ^ t0} ^  F* c  Ff.
Proof Let
A?« { [a ]: gY c  Fj o  Ff V y e l a l h  
Clearly A? c  A j, and since F* n  Ff is h invariant
F* n  Ff = {£ ga  | la lc A i) .
Furthermore, suppose there exists (3 e A(gc , tc ) such that [pi e A and <a,p> ^ 0 for 
some a  with [a) e A*.
Then
[ Xp, [ X_a , Xan  -  P(l X.a , Xa] )Xp 
■ < o , P> Xp.
Notice that [ X_„, X J  e F?'1 (Lemma 6.2 (iii)), hence < a , P>Xjj E Fj by the same
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result, < a , P> is non-zero, so we see that gP c  Ff, but Ff is h invariant and so 
all the root spaces in [pi lie in Ff .
So Af satisfies the properties required of the parts of the partition of page 6.4, 
however this was already chosen to be as fine as possible and therefore Af = A, . 
Equivalently, Ff F* = F* . n
To summarize, we have obtained a description of a horizontal f-structure on a G-flag 
manifold as a direct sum of horizontal f-structures on flag manifolds o f mutually 
orthogonal, commuting subgroups Hj of G each satisfying the following additional 
hypotheses.
(si) h is simple.
(s2) c(s)C -  [ Ft, F-»l.
(s3) F1 and F_1 generate hc .
We say that an f-structure is irreducible if, in the notation above, p = 1 and hj = g. 
This section shows that in order to obtain a general classification of horizontal 
f-structures, it is sufficient to consider the irreducible case. In sections 3 and 4 we 
therefore assume that F is irreducible: ie. F satisfies (fl) -  (f3) and (si) -  (s3).
Property (s3) subdivides:
(S30 F1 generates gc , 
or
(s3") F1 and F-1 generate gc , but F1 alone does not.
Sections 4 discusses the former option, section 3 the latter.
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In this section we assume that F is irreducible and satisfies
(fl), (f2), (f3), (si), (s2), and (s3").
Define a subset of A(gc , tc ) by:
a e O + ^ g O c F s ,  s > 0.
Then, from Lemma 6.2(iii)
(2) c£+ + <J>+ c  d>+.
Claim
(3) <D+ n  -  <D+ = 0.
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is an identity
§3. Characterization o f Irreducible f-structures I
a » , +  • + 04r - - o ^ 1 - . . . - o ji r . s  ^  1
w ith  a jc  e  <1>+ a n d  e a c h  p a r tia l  su m
+ . .  . +  0^ , 1 S t i r ;
- a j , l i t i s
is a root.
We may re-arrange this to give:
04, + ••• + < \ + <*j, + ••• + % - -  a^ ; 
and again each partial sum is a root.
In the notation of §6.2
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g " ° j,c  F-1 n F + s-l,
and hence Lemma 6.4 shows that
(4) F"1 c  F+s-1.
(4) implies that F-1 lies in the set generated by F1 which contradicts our assumption
(s3").
Having established the claim (3), we may now apply a lemma of Borel and Hirzebruch 
[BH] to see that d>+ may be extended to a positive set of roots A+. This ordering on 
A(g®, tc ) induces an ordering on A(c(s)®, t®) with respect to which we have simple roots
otj.... a*. Number the c(s)-irreducible subspaces of F1 and let
a i+i ■ lowest root in the ith c(s)-irreducible subspace of F1.
Lemma 6.5. ta t,....at, are a set of simple roots for A+.
Proof. By definition, {aj,...,a£} generates the positive root spaces in c(s)®. Since aj+j 
is the lowest weight in the i* c(s) irreducible subspace of F1, the action of {cti,...,ot£} 
on {ct£+i,...,ak} generates F1. F1 generates the positive root spaces lying outside of 
c(s)®. Hence any positive root P in A(g®, t®) may be written 
k
(5) P =  X  nitty. n ^ O .i • 1
Claim. If i ^ j then a; -  a j is not a root.
Proof of Claim. If 1 £ i ^ j £ l , then the result follows because both dj and <Xj are 
simple roots in A(c(s)®, t®).
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If £ + 1 £ i £ k, 1 £ j £  £ then the result holds because oq is the lowest weight of a 
representation of c(s).
If £ + 1 £ i * j £ k then by (f3); if 04 - <Xj is a root, then it lies in A(c(s)c , tc ) in 
which case 04 and 04 lie in the same c(s) irreducible subspace of gc -  which is a 
contradiction. This claim is now proved.
An immediate consequence of the claim is that
(6) <04, <Xj> £ 0 i* j .
Suppose a s is not simple, then
a s ■ P + Y with P. Y e A+-
From (5)
04 = Z nj a ,, nj £ 0.
If ns = 0, taking the inner product of (5) with a s contradicts (6) 
identity:
(7) L m; 04 = 0, mj £ 0, not all 114 = 0.
Take the inner product of (7) with 04 and apply (6) to see that mj 
contradiction, and so a s is a simple root.
. Whence there is an
= 0. Again we have a 
□
We summarize the results of this section in a theorem:
Theorem 6.6. Let F satisfy (fl) -  (f3), (si), (s2) and (s3"). Then we may choose a 
set of simple roots A for g and a subset A' of A such that F is in standard form: i.e.
(i) c(s)* •  A(A')
(ii) F< -  (E 8» I a  6 Aig*. tc ). n,(a) -  1) with I -  A \  A'.
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In this section we assume that F is irreducible and satisfies 
(*) (fl). (f2), (f3), (si), (s2), and (s3%
Note. Because gc has trivial centre and F1 generates gc ,
(8') [ X ,F l ] « 0 * X - 0
and conjugately
(8") [X .F -1 1 -0  + X - 0 .
§4. Characterisation of Irreducible f-structures
Lemma 6.7. Assume F satisfies (*), then
(i) F* r* F  + {0} + F  -  F .
(ii) l F l, F ) -  F +1 and ( F-l, F  ] -  F->.
Proof
(i) Suppose F  n  F  ¿  {0}, then invoking equations (8)
(0) ¿ [F -U F -1 ,... IF - *, F  n  F  J ... 1
s -  1 copies 
c F ' n  P->*I
Lemma 6.4 implies
(9) F> c  F-*+l.
by Lemma 6.2(iii).
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Case s £ 2. The definition of Fs shows that
Fs -  [ F*.....( F>. F> 1... ]
s copies
c  [ F*..... [ F>, F-*+>U
s— 1 copies 
c  F
by (9).
by Lemma 6.2(iii).
Case s = 0.
f o -  [ f - i , f >] 
c [ F - » ,F +n  
c  F .
by (9),
Case s = 1. This is Lemma 6.4.
The case s < 0 follows by conjugating the cases s > 0. Swapping the roles of r and s 
completes the proof that F  = F .
(ii) When r £ -1, the first statement follows by Definition 6.1. So suppose r < -1. 
F1 generates gc , therefore 3t > 0 such that
F  o  F  * {0}.
Part (i) implies that F  = F . Thus
(10) Fl+‘ - l F l ,F l - [ F » ,F l c F > + r,
where the last inclusion follows from Lemma 6.2 iii).
Equations (8) prove that F,+t ^ {0} and part (i) implies that equality holds throughout
(10) to give the first part of (ii). The second part follows by conjugation. O
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Lemma 6.8. If F satisfies (*) then 3m > 2 such that
(11) F  = Fu <=> t i u m o d m .
Proof. Let m be the smallest strictly positive integer such that 
F™ n  FO 4 {0}.
Such m exists because F1 generates g^.
If m = 1 then F1 r» F° 4 {0} which contradicts the fact that F1 c  mc .
If m = 2 then by Lemma 6.7, F° = F2 hence F1 = F_1 which contradicts (fl).
Apply Lemma 6.7 and Definition 6.1 to see that
Fm+r - P  V r e Z ,
and hence
Fkm -  F° Vk € Z.
Thus
F^+P -  [F1,...[F 1,Fkml...J
p copies
.[F*,...JF*,F0]..J.
Now, because F° ■ c(s)c  , F1 is a direct sum of F° irreducible spaces and therefore 
[ F1, F° 1 = F*. Further,
Fkm+P-[F*,...JF*,F*1...1
p copies 
FP by definition when p > 0.
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=*J Suppose Fl = Fu with t > u. Then
hence
p - u  = p ).
Similar arguments to those in the proof of +J show that we have 
pt-u = p  whenever r = km + (t-u),
and we may choose k such that 0 £ r < m. The definition of m shows that
t -  u * 0 mod m. □
Lemma 6.9. Assume F satisfies (*), let m be as defined by Lemma 6.8 and let e be a 
primitive 111th root of unity. Define x : g® -► g® by:
x(X) -  ekX for X e F*.
Then
(i) x is well defined and preserves g.
(ii) The e eigenspaceof x generates g®.
(iii) x is an inner automorphism of order m for which the set of fixed points is c(s)c . 
Proof.
(i) Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8 show that x is well defined. F* -  F_k proves the second 
part.
(ii) F satisfies (s3").
(iii) Definition of Fk and (ii) shows x is an automorphism. Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8
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show that c(s)c  is the fixed point set for x. A lemma appearing in Helgason1 states that 
any automorphism of g which fixes a maximal torus pointwise is inner. Together with part
In Section 3, a lemma of Borel and Hirzebruch was sufficient to settle the classification. 
Here we must digress to set up the use of a more sophisticated tool.
The classification theory of finite order automorphisms of complex simple Lie algebras 
due to Kac and presented in Helgason1 2 allows us to extract the following result, which 
classifies inner automorphisms.
Theorem 6.10 (Kac). Let g be a compact, simple Lie algebra over IR with maximal 
toms t. Choose a set of simple roots oci,...,aj in A(gc , tc ) and let a q be minus the 
highest root. Let (sq,...,s¿) be integers £ 0  without non-trivial common factor, put
a primitive m* root of unity. Then:
(i) The prescription that a  acts by multiplication by es‘ on ga ‘ (0 £  i £  £) defines 
uniquely an inner automorphism of gc of order m. It will be called an inner 
automorphism of type (sq.-.-.s^ ).
(i) this gives the result. □
l
where a; is the coefficient of oq in the highest root and ag = 1. Let e be
(ii) Except for conjugation, the automorphisms a  exhaust all mth order inner
automorphisms of gc . □
1 [He] Chap. IX, 5.3.
2 ibid Chap. X, 5.15, 5.16.
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Let o be an automorphism of gc which fixes tc  pointwise. Then the root spaces of 
gc with respect to tc are invariant under o  and thus o  is characterized by its action on 
the root spaces.
Lemma 6.11 (In the notation of Theorem 6.10). Suppose a  preserves g and is of type 
s = (so,...,Sf). Let a  e A(gc , tc ) then a  has a unique expression of the form 
l
a  -  n, a,.
Define the s-height of a. to be
l
hs(a) -  X  nj Sj.
1 -  1
Then a  acts by multiplication by eh‘^  on ga .
Proof. If a  is a positive root then
a  = otj1 + . . .  + otjr , 1 £  ij £ l,
with each partial sum a root. The definition of a  in Theorem 6.10 proves the result.
When a  is negative, then a  acts by multiplication by hs( -a )  on g_a. 
Furtheremore, a  preserves g and therefore acts by multiplication by the conjugate of 
eh,(~“) on ga , that is by eh,*a\  o
We are now able to determine the structure of F.
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Theorem 6.12. Let F satisfy (*) and let x be as defined in Lemma 6.9.
(i) There is a choice of simple roots A of A(gc , tc ) such that x is of type s.
(ii) c(s)c  is in standard form for this choice of A, i.e. c(s)c  = A(A') for some 
A 'c  A.
Further,
Sj = 0  «=> otj € A(A'), 
s4 -  1 «=» Oj * A(A'),
and hence hs(a) = nj(a) where I = A \  A'.
(iii) m = nj(-ao)+ 1.
(iv) F1 = { L ga I nj(a) » 1 mod m }.
P roof.
(i) follows by elementary arguments from part (ii) of Theorem 6.10.
(ii) x is of type s, therefore the fixed point set of x is tc together with the root 
spaces a  for which hs(a) ■ 0 mod m.
t
Now, m -  X  aj Sj, so that 
i - 0 1 1
(12) -m  < hs(a) < m Va e A(g®, tc ).
Thus hs(a) * 0 mod m <=> hs(a) -  0
<=» a  e A(A') where A' = icq e AI S| = 0}.
Lemma 6.9(iii) shows that
Sj -  0  <=> ctj g A(A').
We calculate the e eigenspaceof x. By Lemma 6.11 this is:
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(13) g* -  {L ga  I hs(a) * 1 mod m },
and equation (12) shows that
g* = B © C;
B -  { I  g« I hs(ot) -  1),
C -  { Z g° I hs(a) -  1 -  m}.
We can describe B immediately:
B = ( L ga  I a  ~  a , mod A(A'), oq e A and Sj = 1}.
Consider the equation
l
hs(a) = 1 -  m, a  = 5 ^  nj cq.
We get
l
a o S o + , 2 ^  (aj +  nj)s. -  1.
The &i are the coefficients of the highest root and thus aj + nj £ 0. There are three cases:
(a) sq > 1 ♦  C -  0,
(b) sq = 1 *  C = { £  ga  I a  ~  Oq mod A(A')),
(c) sq = 0 +  cto e A(A') whence A(A') = gc  since oto is the lowest weight and thus 
c(s)c  = gc  which is a trivial case.
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In the first instance the e-eigenspace consists only of positive roots. Positive roots are 
closed under Lie bracket and so cannot generate gc, this contradicts Lemma 6.9(iii). So 
we see that we may assume Sq = 1 and retain full generality. Finally, if there is an
0Cj e  A \  A' for which sj > 1 then g* does not generate gc  again contradicting Lemma 
6.9(iii).
S tatements (iii) and (iv) follow easily. □
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§5. Sum m ary and  E xam ples
We summarize the results of Sections 2-4 as follows.
Theorem 6.13. Let g be a compact real Lie algebra with toral sub-algebra u. Let 
s = z(c(u)), then c(s) = c(u). Let F+ be a subspace of gc satisfying:
(fO) F+ n  c(s)c  -  {0}.
(fl) F * n F * .  (01,
(f2) P- is c(s)c  invariant,
(f3) [F*,F+ ]cc(s)«.
Choose a maximal torus t of g such that c(s) can be put in standard form with respect 
to t. Then there exist mutually orthogonal, commuting, simple sub-algebras hj (1 £ i £ p) 
of g with the following properties.
(ii) c(s) n  hj = c(s n  hj) n  hj and Ij = t n  hj is a maximal torus for fy.
(iii) There exists a choice of simple roots A; in A(h®, tf)  and a subset A/ c  Aj such
that
c(s n  hj)c  -  A(Aj')
and, setting I, — A, \  Aj' and F* ■ F* r t  h® either: 
(A) Fj" .  {E g» I a  : n].(a) -  1 a  €  Afli*, t f  )}
or
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(B) F* = { L ga I a  : nj (a) * 1 mod nj(0) + 1; a  e A(h®, t®), 0 = highest root} 
and rank hj > 1.
Conversely, any subspace F+ which satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) also satisfies (fO) -  (f3).
Proof. Theorem 6.1 proves the second sentence. Sections 2 to 4  prove everything else 
except the final sentence and in that case to establish (fO) -  (f2) is trivial, while (f3) 
follows because
nj (a  + p) = nj(a) + n^P) for a  + p, a ,  P e A(gc , tc )u{0}.
The theorem shows that F is irreducible iff g is simple and F is of the form (A) or (B) 
of the theorem.
Definition 6.3. An f-holomorphic map into a homogeneous space with invariant f- 
structure will be said to be full if there is no smaller invariant f-structure with respect to 
which it is f-holomorphic. (Here 'smaller' means having smaller +i eigenspace.)
It is easy to see that, at least for reductive homogeneous spaces with distinct irreducible 
summands, each f-holomorphic map has a smallest invariant f-structure with respect to 
which it is f-holomorphic.
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Corollary 6.14. Suppose M is connected and <p : M -» ^/C (S) is f-holomorphic 
with respect to a horizontal f-structure. Then there exists a set Hj (i = l,...,p) of 
mutually orthogonal, commuting, simple subgroups of G and an element g of G such 
that a translate Lgoq> factors as
. . .  Hl HP G
L j ' f  M “* C(S r i  H ,) Q S A H p )  Q  C(S)
and such that the i* component of Lg*>cp is f-holomorphic and full with respect to
Hian irreducible horizontal f-structure on o  H-)
Before embarking on the proof of the Corollary we require a Lemma.
Lemma 6.15. Let G be a compact, semi-simple Lie group. Denote the Killing form on 
g by <  , >. Let H be a connected Lie subgroup and k a subalgebra of g such that 
(*) [ h .k j c k
and
(t)  k - h n k  © hV > k .
Then h xn  k is h invariant and, under the identification of T ^ / jj with h x, defines an 
involutive G invariant distribution on ■
Set K = exp(k). The space constitutes an embedded maximal integral
submanifold for this distribution, passing through the identity coset of .
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Proof. Notice that because the Killing form is non-degenerate, h x is h invariant. 
Hence h xn  k is also h invariant and may thus be extended over to give a G
invariant distribution k nhx.
It will be necessary to distinguish between vector field Lie bracket { , } and the Lie 
bracket in g, [, J.
Lemma 2.3 shows that (supressing the isomorphism P)
(t) T^CX.Y) = -\P hi  [X,Y1,
where X and Y are vector fields on . Let X,Y 6 H k o h 1) and apply ($) to see 
that
{X,Y} -  - iP hx [X.Y] -  V^Y + V^X .
Now k n h x is an h invariant and hence parallel sub-bundle of h x for the canonical 
connection V°. Furthermore, the fact that k  is a subalgebra and (t)  shows that 
Phi[X,Y] is a section of knhx. Thus {X.Y} e H k rd A
The final statement follows from (t). D
Proof of Corollary 6.14
It is clear that k is a subalgebra of g, and arguments similar to those contained in the 
proof of Lemma 6.3 show that k satisfies (t). Since each hj is h invariant, k  is h 
invariant We may thus apply Lemma 6.15 to k  over G /H .
K
It is now necessary to identify Let Hj ■ exp(hj), then
K -  exp(k) -  exp( £  hj ) -  ;
• -  1
the last element of the identity being the internal direct product in G.
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Claim
i-1 i-1
Proof Let g g Cg(So Hî)o H| , then (g}u(Sr>Hj) lies in a maximal torus of H; which 
in turn is contained in CcCSoHj). It follows that Cçj(SnHj) is connected. Lemma 6.3 
proves the infinitesimal version of the second identity. On the other hand it is obvious that 
C(S)nHj c  Co(SrtHj)nHi.
in the light of which we see that these two goups are equal and so the second identity holds.
Consider HjPiHj for 1 £  i# j £ p. Since Hj and Hj commute this intersection must 
lie in the centre of both H, and Hj ; hence in the intersection of their respective maximal 
tori. Theorem 6.13 states that infinitesimally these tori are orthogonal from which it 
follows that HjOHj consists only of the identity element in G.
As a result, the external direct product of the Hj is isomorphic to their internal direct 
product in G.
Let g g KnH, then
g -  81 82 • • • Bp . 8t E Hj.
Let s g S, and recall H ■ C(S) so:
Recalling the remarks of the previous paragraph, it follows that 
8i -  s 8i s’1
and thus
The claim is now proved.
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The claim establishes that
K Hi Hp
KoH C(S n  H ,) “ “ C(S n  Hp) '
Note that (p is f-holomorphic and
F±c: t h f.
i -  1 1
to see that dtp takes values in k n h x. Choose g e G such that <p(M) a 7t(lc )- An
K
application of Frobenius'Theorem3 shows that Lgotp factors through -  . □
Examples
Some examples of horizontal f-structures on flag manifolds first came to light when 
flag manifolds were considered as twistor spaces fibering over Hermitian symmetric 
spaces. (Lemma 5.4 provides the general twistor result.)
(1) [EL3] Let G =* SU(3), then the f-structures on the full flag manifold
S(U(1)3)
given by equation (B) of Theorem 6.13 are precisely the non-integrable almost complex 
structures.
(2) [Bll Let G = Sp(2), then G has rank 2 and choose I tobe the short simple root.
In this case equation (B) defines the non-integrable almost complex structures on
Sp(2) A Sp(2)
U(l) X S p(l) ' This manifold fibres homogeneously over S« -  Sp(1) >¡¡p(1) to give the
Penrose fibration.
3 [KN1 Vol 1, Chap 1.
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(3) [BR21 Burstall-Rawnsley show that harmonic maps of S2 into S2n and CPn lift to 
maps into flags of height not exceeding 2 which fibre over S2n, CPn respectively. 
Further, these lifts are f-holomorphic with respect to an f-structure defined by equation 
(A) of Theorem 6.13.
(4) Calabi [Cl proved that minimal immersions of S2 into S2n lift to type (A)
f-holomorphic maps into
SO(2n+l)
U(n)
(5) Eells and Wood [EW] showed that linearly full harmonic maps of S2 into CPn lift
to type (A) f-holomorphic maps ii 6
SU(n)
SOM)”)
(6) Bryant [B2] classified the horizontal f-structures on flag manifolds which have trivial
zero eigenspace.
7.1
Chapter 7 : Integrable f-Holomorphic Orbits on Flags
Let H be a connected closed Lie subgroup of a connected compact Lie group G, and 
equip the G-flag manifold ^Vc(S) w‘t*1 a horizontal f-structure. We seek to describe 
the circumstances under which the f-structure induces an integrable complex structure 
on the orbit of H in ^Vc(S)-
§1. Integrable Orbits Are Hermitian Symm etric
Firstly, let us suppose H, G, C(S) and F have the property above and set 
K = C(S) o  H. Working infinitesimally:
(1) hc = kc © m , ® m_j, 
where, for our hypotheses to be satisfied
mj = hc n F +,
m_j = m1 = hc n F "  
and n ij and m_j are kc invariant.
Furthermore, since F is horizontal
[m 1,m_1| c [ F \ F - ] c c ( i ) c ,
and thus
(2) [n»|, m_j J c  kc .
Integrability of the complex structure determined by setting nij to be the (1,0) vectors 
implies that
[m1,m 1] c k c 0ni|.
7.2
Claim F + i [ F +,F+)
Proof. F+ and hence [F*, F+) are c(s) invariant. c(s) contains a maximal torus t. 
Thus F+ is an orthogonal direct sum o f  root spaces for t, while [F+, F+] is an orthogonal 
direct sum of root spaces for t  and a subspace of t
Let g“ c  [ F+, F+1 o  F+, then 3 (3, y  e A(g®, tc ) with gP and g1 lying in F+ such 
that a  = (3 + y. This implies that (3 lies in [ F+, F") c  c(s)c  by horizontality, which is a 
contradiction.
This is sufficient to prove the claim □
We now see that:
m jC F *  J-[F+, F+] =>[mj, mj]
and thus
(3) [n ij , m ,] c k c .
Let p = Re (mt © m_j), we have shown that:
(4) h = k © p, [ k,k ] <= k, [ p ,p ] c k ,  [ k ,p ] c p ,
and pc  carries a kc  invariant, integrable complex structure. In other words any such H 
orbit in ^Vc(S) *s a Hermitian symmetric space.
Of course, each simply connected Hermitian symmetric space is realized as such an 
integrable orbit, if only by its description as a flag manifold for which the usual complex 
structure is a horizontal f-structure. Fortunately, more interesting examples occur, to
which we now turn.
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§2. Orbits in the Full Flag Manifold
Fix a compact simple Lie group G and maximal torus T. For the rest of this chapter 
we restrict attention to the full flag manifold ^ / j -  We will need to use the results on 
roots set out in §2.6. To avoid dealing with degenerate cases we assume:
(5) h u t  generates g.
Theorem 6.13 shows that each example we seek consists of a direct sum of 
irreducible examples -  by which we mean examples such that the f-structure is one of 
the 'irreducible' types of formula 6.13 (A) and (B). Explicitly, there is a choice of simple 
roots {alf...,Ot(} such that either
(6.13A) F+ -  { L  g° I n(a ) -  1 }
or
(6.13B) rank G > 1 and F+ -  { L g° I n(a) ■ 1 mod n(-aQ> + 1 };
where n is the height function defined in §6.1 and -a$  is the highest root.
We choose elements {X0 : a  6 A(g*\ tc )} satisfying the properties of Lemma 2.9.
Note. When G has rank 1, is isomorphic to the two sphere with its integrable
complex structure. In this case the G orbit on ® / j ,  i.e. itself, provides the only
non-trivial example.
We assume that rank G > 1 from now on.
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7.5
The last expression is therefore a sum over non-zero vectors in distinct root spaces and 
hence a sum over linearly independent vectors, so we see that
(7) SiCj = $jCi whenever O j+ aj e A(ec , i€).
Since t  0 for the appropriate values of i, we see that
*nd5j Ck - 5 k t j * 5 i ; k - 5 k Ci.
g is simple, and so the simple root spaces cannot be split into mutually commuting 
subsets, hence
for all ij.
Whence X is a multiple of Z. □
The following corollary follows trivially.
Corollary 7.2. Suppose H satisfies the hypotheses of the Lemma, then there exists 
Z e F+ such that:
(8) hc  = linear span of Z, Z, [ Z, Z ]; 
from which it follows that
(9) [ [ Z, Z 1, Z 1 = c Z, c € C.
Conversely, any Z € F+ which satisfies (9) determines, by (8), a Lie sub-algebra of g 
satisfying the hypotheses of the Lemma. □
Note that since
[ Z , Z ] e [ F „ F J - t c ,
equation (9) is equivalent to
( 10) Ci a i( l Z . Z ] ) - c C i i -  0.....1
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We must now consider separately the cases governed by equations 6.13A and 6.13B.
§3. Case 6.13 B .: F+ = {Z g“  : n(a) ■  1 mod (n (-a0) + 1)}.
In this case (10) implies
<X| ([  Z, Z  ]) -  c i ■ 0,...,£.
However,
l
(here are the coefficients of the highest root in the basis given by the simple roots), 
and thus
c - c t 0 ( ( Z ,Z j ) -  - I a i o i ( ( Z , Z ] ) - ( - I a i)c.
Rank g > 1 so that we must have c = 0 for the equation above to hold. But (<Xj i =
1....£} span the dual of tc , so:
(11) [Z ,Z ] -0 .
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So in order that (11) holds
C i - , / v ui i s i s t ,
where u4 is a unit complex number, and choosing the normalization I Çq I = 1.
Thus the solutions we seek are:
t
(13) Z - U o X ^ + . X u ^ X a .  . ¡ s S ' c C .
The sub-algebra of gc generated by Z and Z is a two complex dimensional toral 
sub-algebra, and hence its real part h is a two real dimensional toral sub-algebra of g. 
The various possible choices of h are parameterized by the choice of the u; i = 0,...,£ 
of equation (13) modulo multiplication of Z by a unit complex constant. Thus we may 
parameterize family of such toral subalgebras h by T, the maximal torus of G.
Notice that the isotropy of the action of H on is discrete and hence the orbit of 
H in ®/*j» is also a 2-torus.
§4. Case 6.13A. : F+ -  { Ig “ : n(a) -  1}.
In this case equation (10) implies
(14) a i( [ Z ,Z ] ) - c
Lemma 7.3. (c.f. [A) Prop. 5.4.2)
. X  1
a positive <a, a >
Ha , then otj(H) -  1 for all simple roots ttj.
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Proof. Let (Xj be a simple root, we can define an element <p4 of the Weyl group by:
<Pi(a) -  a  - 2<<V “ > _
< a i 'a i>
<Pi has the property that it permutes positive roots other than iXj and sends a 4 to - a 4 
(see [Al for instance).
There are two cases to con sider­
ei) q>i permutes the positive roots pj,...,Pn transitively. Then since the Weyl group acts 
by isometries on roots, the Pj have the same length and 
<Oj, P| + •■ ■ + P„> -  0
n n i
because cpj fixes the weight X  Pj. Thus X  >'ft ~5\ ai(Hft.) ° 0.
j ■ 1 j ■ 1 %Pj* P j^
( i i ) a i (Ha .) ■ 1.
Thus aj(H) = 1. □
Because Cij i -  1.... £ span the dual space of tc , Lemma 7.3 shows that v e t c  is a
solution to
otj(v) -  c i = 1.... £
precisely when v -  cH.
On the other hand,
l
(Z .Z 1- . Ì  Ci C, H0 .
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lies in the subset P of t c  generated by strictly positive real linear combinations of the 
basis {H0 .....H^} for tc . Suppose a  is a positive root, then 
a  -  ZnjOtj n4 £  0,
and dually Ha = 1 ^  Ha , n4 £ 0.
Thus cH e P «=» c > 0.
Finally, we see that the possible choices for Z are parameterised by U(l)* x IR+ and 
the sub-algebras which Z generates are parameterized by U(l)t_1. Hence the sub­
algebras h we have constructed are isomorphic to su(2) and parameterized by U(l)*-1. 
The orbit of H on ^  / j  is isomorphic to a two sphere carrying its integrable 
holomorphic structure.
§5 Concluding Remarks
In this Chapter we have obtained examples o f horizontal holomorphic and hence 
equi-harmonic maps. Further examples of horizontal holomorphic maps may be 
generated by pre-composition of a holomorphic map with the equivariant examples 
above. On the other hand, additional examples of equi-harmonic (but not neccessarily 
f-holomorphic) maps may be produced by post composition of a homogeneous 
projection to a horizontal holomorphic map (Lemma 5.4).
It would be interesting to identify examples of integrable f-holomorphic orbits on 
flag manifolds other than the full flag manifold; however, a better technique for 
handling the algebra seems to be a prerequisite.
8.1
Chapter 8 : Equi-Minimal Maps of Riemann 
Surfaces to Full Flag Manifolds
On a two dimensional domain the energy functional (1.1) is conformally invariant. 
Thus on a Riemann surface the harmonicity of a map depends only on the complex 
structure and the Euler-Lagrange equations for harmonic maps of Riemann surfaces can 
be reformulated to reflect this fact. Let (U, z) be a holomorphic coordinate chart on a 
Riemann surface M, then q> : (M, J) -»(N, h) is harmonic iff
(1) V j < p . ( ^ ) - 0 ,
where V is the connection on tp-iT^N. Koszul and Mai grange [KM] proved that any 
connection V on a complex vector bundle over a Riemann surface has a unique 
compatible holomorphic structure, such that a local section o over (U, z) is 
holomorphic iff Vzo  « 0. We can thus re-interpret equation (1) as stating that <p is 
harmonic exactly when dtp1*0 is holomorphic section of t J’°  M ® <p- 1Tc N.
The map <p is said to be weakly conformal if
(2) <p* h2-<> -  0.
where h is the complex bilinear extension of the metric on N. Maps which are 
harmonic and weakly conformal are branched minimal immersions in the sense of 
Gulliver-Osserman-Royden. Furthermore, when <p is harmonic <p*h2-0 is a 
holomorphic quadratic differential on M, and thus if M has genus zero <p*h2*0 must 
vanish. In other words, a harmonic map of S2 is automatically weakly conformal.1
1 See [ELI] for proofs and further details relating to this paragraph.
8.2
§1. Equi-Minimal Maps are Horizontal Holomorphic
Definition. A map into a homogeneous space g / jj with non-empty set of G invariant 
metrics will be said to be equi-minimal (respectively equi-weakly conformal) if <p is 
minimal (respectively weakly conformal) with respect to each of the G invariant metrics 
on g / h -
Let G be a compact semi-simple Lie group with maximal torus T. The 
homogeneous space we shall be considering in this chapter is g / t , the full flag 
manifold of G. As is traditional, tp denotes a smooth mapping of Riemann surface 
(M, J) into g / t -
Let x e M. At <p(x) we have the (unique) reductive splitting
m5 (x )-®  ■"»;oc e  A
where A = A(g®, tc). Let (U, z) be a holomorphic chart for M containing x, whence 
<P. ( j j M )  e •
Choose a basis { Xa : a  e A} for in accordance with the properties of Lemma
2.9. Write
(3) q>. ( 37W )  -  £  U X a .
a  z  a  £ A
and note that using Lemma 2.9 :
(4)
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Lemma 8.1. <p is equi-weakly conformal at x e M iff it is almost holomorphic at x 
i.e.
Proof. Use equation (2) and formula 2.4 to show that equi-weak conformality is 
equivalent to:
for all choices of X0 > 0. B denotes the Killing form on gc , g is semi-simple so that 
B restricted to g is a bi-invariant metric. Taking linear combinations of (5) over 
appropriate choices of Xa  we see that (5) is equivalent to:
and Pa  the projection onto the irreducible summand of T ^ / t  indexed by a.
Lemma 8.2. If <p is equi-minimal, then
(a) <pM (SAp)ct,
( b )  <p* I P  a  ( P 0 -  P _ a ) P l  -  0 V a  e  A .
(c) <p* P^° is a holomorphic section of T jq  M ® <p_1 m a .
C a*0  -► C - a - 0.
(5)
0 -  B(Ca Xa  + U X - 0.Co + C-o V a e  A ,
-  2 Ca C-o V a  e  A ,
using the special properties of the basis Xa .
This proves the result. □
Recall the notation of Section 2.4, i.e. let P denote the Maurer-Cartan form of g / t
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Proof. Since Re(ma ® m_a) are the irreducible T  spaces of m, the equi-harmonic 
version of Nether's Theorem (Theorem 5.2) proves that since <p is equi-harmonic
(6 ) d*(q>* pa + <p*P-a) “ 0 Va e A.
Also,
(7) d*«p*Pa + 9*P-a) -  * d * (9*Po + 9* P-a>
-  - * d(<p* Pa o J + 9 * p_ao J).
because (M, J) is a Riemann surface.
Suppose that <p* P^’° is non-zero on an open set V in M, and apply Lemma 8.1 to the 
points in V to see that <p* P®’1 = 0 on V, and hence, by conjugation cp*P*‘® = 0 on V.
In this case, we have
9*Pa ° J + 9*P-a ° J * >(9*Pa “  9*P-a)-
On the other hand, if <p* P®’1 is non-zero then by a similar argument:
9*Pa • J + 9* P-a • J -  - i(<p* Pa - 9* P-a>-
In either case (6) and (7) imply that
(8) dtp*pa -  d<p*P_a Va 6  A.
We know from §2.4 that
dP« = tP A P 0 ! - i P <1[P A P ],
so (8) may be written as
(9)  { t  P  A ( P a  -  P _ a ) P  ) -  i  ( P a  -  P - a )  [ P  A P  } } -  0 Va € A.
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Consider the component of (9) in ma . The contribution from the first summand is:
<P*IPYAP-a 1*
where y  is a root such that
Y -  a  = a , i.e. y  = 2a.
Root systems for Lie groups contain no multiple roots (Theorem 2.8) so that no such y 
exists, hence
PoiP A( P a - p- o ) P l - 0-
Thus equation (9) is equivalent to
m <p'[PA(Po - P .a )P ) -0 , V a g  A;
and
(9") <P*(Pa -  P-a)t P  a  j3 ] -  0, V a g  A;
which yield formulae (a) and (b).
The map <p is equi-minimal, so in particular (p is harmonic with respect to the 
reductive metric on G / j .  Let VR, Ve denote the Levi-C i vita connection of this metric 
and the canonical connection respectively. On a holomorphic chart in Ricmann surface 
M, the Euler-Lagrange equation for <p may be written as
VJ<PM5( ± ) - 0
Recall from §2.5 that
v?rP<4> Ve, <p- P ( ^ )  + i p j  9 -p < ^ r).
Equation (a) shows that in our case the last term vanishes, hence
(10)
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The sub-bundles ma  of m  are parallel for the canonical connection so that
(11) V a e A .
Equip <p~ 1ma with the Koszul-Molgrange holomorphic structure induced by the 
canonical connection restricted to m a . With respect to this structure, statement (c) is the 
global version of equation (11). n
We now come to the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 8.3. An equi-minimal map of a Riemann surface into a full flag manifold is 
horizontal holomorphic.
Proof. Let cp : M -» G /y  be such an equi-minimal map. An immediate consequence of 
part(c) of Lemma 8.2 is that since tp is equi-minimal the forms <p*p^° vanish 
either identically, or only on an isolated set of points. We can therefore choose a point x 
6 M which is generic in the sense that
(q>* P i° ) , -  o  **  <p* pj,'0 « 0  V a  e A.
Recall the methods of Section 4.1, and use the notation of equation 8.3 to define 
F+ -  f o e  AlCo - 0 ) .
Lemma 8.1 proves that F+ n F ^ =  (0), so we see that F+ defines an invariant 
f-structure on G /j .  We are working at a generic point x and so cp is (globally)
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f-structure on G /T. Wc are working at a generic point x and so <p is (globally) 
f-holomorphic with respect to this f-structure. It only remains to establish that this f- 
structure is horizontal.
Stated in terms of roots, the condition that F+ be horizontal is (c.f. §4.2 and §2.6):
The formulae which follow will be simplified by adopting the convention that Pg 
and Ç5 are zero when 8 is not a root and Na ,ß is zero if any one of a , ß or a  + ß 
fails to be a root. Note that Na ,ß is non-zero unless this convention is in force (see 
Lemma 2.9 for the definition of the numbers N0 ß).
The component of equation (b) of Lemma 8.2 lying in my is
a, ß g F+ *  a - ß i- A.
Equivalently:
a, ß, a - ß e A; a € F+ *  ß * F+.
Set y = ß -  a  and we can rewrite this as:
( 12) a ,  Y.«  + Ye A; a e F + ^ a  + Y i F +.
Now apply the definition of F+ to obtain:
(13) F+ is horizontal iff whenever a , Y, a  + Y are roots such that
Co * 0 then Ça+y -  0.
0-<P* Py[ßA (P0 - P . 0)ß)
-  9* [ Py-o ß A Paß ) - 9* [ Py+a ß A P-aßL
0 = [ Cy-a ^y-o» C_a  1 -  I Ca -y  ^y-o> Co 1
“ I Cy-o Xyfa* C^X_0 1 + t
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However, Lemma 8.1 shows that either Co or C-o is zero, so we have: 
0 = [ Ca _y ^y-a»Ca  ^+ ^  ^Y+a* ^ - a  )•
We can rewrite this as
(14) ® - Î T t Ca Ny-a.a + Cy-Hx ^aN y+^-a ^ a > Y e A.
Claim. If a , Y,«  + Y e A then Co * 0 *  Cy+a = °- 
The proof of this claim is inductive.
(i) Suppose a ,Y ,Y + a 6 A ; Y - a i  A and Ca  * 0. y -a  is not a root, so Ny_0 0 = 0. 
On the other hand Ny+a>_a  ¿ 0 . (13) reduces to
Hence Cy+o = 0-
W ^ - o .
(ii) Suppose a , y, a  + y, a  -  Y e A; a  -  2y ï  A; Ça  # 0.
If Ca+y ^ 0- then in order that (14) be satisfied we must have Ca-y ^ 0- We can 
apply (i) to the roots a  -  Y and Y to conclude that Ça  = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Thus Ca+y = 0.
(iii) Suppose a, Y, a  + Y. «  -  Y. «  -  2y « A; a  -  3y É A; Ça  * 0.
If Ca+y * 0 again we must have Co-y * 0. Apply (ii) to the roots a  -  Y and y to 
conclude once again Ça  = 0. The contradiction proves that Ca+y “ 0*
The maximal length of root strings in 4 (Theorem 2.8), so we have now proved the claim 
and, by invoking (12), the theorem. D
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Theorem 6.13 shows that the irreducible f-structures on full flag manifolds take only 
two possible forms:
(A) A set of simple roots 
or
(B) A set of simple roots and minus the highest root (this case can only occur when 
rank G > 1).
Notation. A mapping of a Riemann surface which is f-holomorphic with respect to an 
f-structure of type (A) (respectively (B)) will be called a branched horizontal curve of 
type (A) (respectively, type (B)).
§2. Branched Horizontal Curves In Full Flags
Theorem 8.4. Let (p : M -► G/ j .  Suppose M is connected and <p(M) b tc(1 g ). Then q>
is equi-minimal iff there exists a set Hs (i -  1.... p) of mutually orthogonal, commuting,
simple Lie subgroups of G such that (p factors as
<p : M H ' / T ,  « HP/Tp c , 0 / T,
and such that the i*  component of <p is a full branched horizontal curve in ‘/T,.
Note. Tj °  T  n  Hj is a maximal torus for Hj.
Proof. To prove necessity apply Corollary 6.14 and Theorem 8.3. To prove sufficiency 
use Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 8.1.
When the Riemann surface M is equal to S2, the situation simplifies further.
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(A).
Proof. Suppose 9 is of type (B) and let a ^ .. . ,« ;  be the set of simple roots such that 9 
is f-holomorphic with respect to f-structure (B). Let cxq denote minus the highest root.
Lemma 8.2c) proves that we have sections 9* (3^° (i = 0,...,i) of t J qM ® 9 _1m a which
are holomorphic with respect to the holomorphic structure induced by the canonical 
connection. The map 9  is full and so none of these sections vanishes identically.
Use Lemma 2.10 to express the highest root as
-  cto = a it + ... + otir, 1 £  ij <> l ;
such that each partial sum of the form
Oit + ...+  Oj#, l < s £ r
is a root.
Lie bracket is a G invariant tensor on G /t  and hence parallel for the canonical 
connection, we can thus construct a holomorphic differential
Theorem 8.5 . Let 9  : S2-> G /7  be a full branched horizontal curve, then 9 is of type
Now, y is a holomorphic section of ®r+1 T j o S2 ® i c  which is not identically zero, 
where the holomorphic structure of t c is induced by the canonical connection restricted 
to l c .
The elements Ha  defined in Theorem 2.7 define global sections for lc . The H0 
are invariant and hence covariant constant for the canonical connection, so we see that the 
canonical connection restricted to l c coincides with the flat connection induced by this 
trivialization of i c .
Hence y is a non-zero holomorphic differential on S2, which is a contradiction. □
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These curves are holomorphic with respect to an integrable complex structure on 
G /y  and as such may be investigated by using the techniques of complex analysis and 
algebraic geometry.
When G = SU(n), we can choose a homogeneous projection n of G / j  to CP"-1 
with the property that if tp is a branched horizontal curve of type (A) then 7t o (p is a 
linearly full holomorphic map into C Pn_1. The branched horizontal curve may then be 
recovered by using the associated curves of n o <p. This procedure yields a bijective 
correspondence between such curves and linearly full holomorphic maps of Riemann 
surfaces into complex projective spaces -  the study of which constitutes a rich and 
venerable part of mathematics. [GH §2.4] provides an exposition on this topic.
It is interesting to note that Eells and Wood [EW] established that a map of S2 into 
Cpn-i js linearly full and harmonic precisely when it is the image, under homogeneous 
projection, of a branched horizontal curve of type (A) in SU (n)/j The paper [EW] 
prompted a study of harmonic maps into Grassmanians (see for Example [BW], [CW], 
[W]) from which it is clear that no such simple lifting exists in general. Negreiros [Nl] 
proved that such curves into C P n_1 (which he calls 'Eells -  Wood' maps) are equi- 
harmonic and calculated for which metrics they are stable.
Yang [Yang 1], [Yang 2] studied branched horizontal curves of type (A) when 
G = Sp(n). In analogy to the SU(n) case, he was able to establish Plticker type 
formulae. Yang also considered horizontal curves of type (A) without branch points (i.e. 
immersions) and obtained 'quantization' results: i.e. restrictions on the Gaussian curvature 
of the pull back metric on M.
Branched Horizontal Curves of Type (A)
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Bryant [B2] proved that a type (A) curve into any compact group G composed with a 
homogeneous projection onto a Hermitian symmetric space is a harmonic map. Indeed, 
this result seems to have been the motivation for Yang's work.
Branched Horizontal Curves of Type (B)
In contrast to the previous case, little is known concerning curves of type (B). Indeed 
the only examples I know of are those constructed in Chapter 7 of this thesis. The reason 
for the sparsity of examples in this case is the fact that curves of type (B) are pseudo- 
holomorphic (i.e. holomorphic with respect to a non-integrable almost complex 
structure). Recently however, progress has begun to be made in the study of pseudo 
holomorphic curves, for example see [GrJ.
R.l
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